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$1 million short
of meeting fuel costs

UMO

by Nan Anderson
Staff writer
Physical Plant Director Alan Lewis
estimates UMO is $1 million short of
meeting its rising energy costs.
Speaking before the General Student
Senate Tuesday. Lewis blamed the problem on the spiraling cost of no. 6 heating
oil, which has doubled since this time last
year. No. 6 oil, which most people use to
heat their homes, heats all of the hot water
on campus, and 90 percent of all buildings.
The energy surcharge, which was tacked
onto this semester's tuition bill, did not
releive the problem, according to Lewis.
"The surcharge will generate $200.00,"
Lewis said. "This $10 fee does not begin to
address the problem."
Lewis outlined an alternative plan of

conservation, including: the "tightening"
of buildings, a computer-controlled system
in the steam plant that would enable
workers to detect buildings which are using
energy inefficiently, and voluntary conservation measures.
•• We're looking for a five percent
reduction in energy through conservation—but the rest of the money will have to
come from somewhere," Lewis said.
That somewhere, perhaps is the State of
Maine. Recently. federal allocations of
$8,000 were given to Maine, instead of an
expected sum of twice that amount.
Lewis said that money is to be divided
among all schools in Maine. He expects
only to receive a fraction of that money.
A recent lights-out-day resulted in
savings of $210, and an electricity metering
program in every building on campus.

Hewes knew nothing

"Multiply that by 100 days, and you've
got a savings of $42,000." Lewis said.

of impeachment

Daily statistics on how much energy is
used per square foot are available at the
information booth in the Memorial Union.

Student Government President
Richard N. Hewes told the meeting
of the General Student Senate
Tuesday night that he knows of no
organized attempt to impeach him
and that he has no intention of
resigning.
"1 know nothing about this," he
said in a speech followed by
applause from senators. "No effort
has been made, is being made or will
be made. I have no intention of
resigning."
Hewes had objected to a headline
on a Tuesday Maine Campus story.
The story was about Hewes' cabinet
meeting Oct. 10 in which, according
to Off-Campus Board President
Randall W. Pickle and others.
members
discussed
complaints
about Hewes' leadership.
The main headline said, "Cabinet
questions Hewes' abilities," and the
subhead said, "Impeachment mentioned."
Hewes said he had not heard
about any impeachment effort and
that cabinet members had told them
they were still supporting him. He
said student government people
should approach him directly if they
have any questions or complaints.
Maine Campus editor Dan Warren. who attended the first part of
Tuesday's senate meeting, said,
"The story and the headlines were
accurate.
Cabinet members said they discussed some complaints about Dick's
leadership and the wishes of some
that he not continue in office."

Comparisons can be made to determine
how much energy each building is
utilizing, or wasting.
"We don't need the lighting at this
level," said Lewis, who is in the process of
reducing lighting in his own office. Next
buildings scheduled for the reductions,
which Lewis said will take some time. are
Alumni Hall, President Allen's office, and
faculty offices.
Another conservation measure is to turn
down the hot water thermostats to 105
degrees. Lewis said this means "after
about 100 showers in a large dormitory,
you're going to have cold water."
He hopes students support the plan, and
schedule showers early in the morning or
late at night. Lewis could not quote figures
on how much this temperature reduction
could save, but noted that 25 percent of the
most expensive oil. No. 6. is used to heat
the hot water.
Other conservation measures include,
—tightening" buildings on campus. Two
mechanical engineer professors, and three
students are researching ways of better
insulating buildings. The group hopes to
develop new projects which would allow
UMO to receive matched federal funding
by next year.
Any steps to insulate buildings that can
be afforded will be taken, according to
Lewis.
"We could easily spend $2 million on
maintenance and repairs. Right now, we
have $500,000. A satisfactory amount
would be $I million," Lewis said.

11111111Palar
'Alga Lewis told the student senate Tueschry that UM()is not meeting the ruing cost Of
energy. [photo by Andrea Magoon]

Orono's drug problem not
linked to university
b‘ Barbara Bousquet
Staff writer
Local high school students' drug use is
not linked to UMO, but the Orono
community, including the university, does
have a drug problem, according to local
school officials and Orono police.
"That's a valid judgement to make, but
anytime you have a population the size of
the university, then it almost certainly has
to have an influence. Whether that
influence increases usage is unknown,"
Superintendent of Orono schools, James
Doughty said, and added, there is "no
greater drug abuse here than any of the
other town I've worked in."

3rd
in a series

Robert Robinson, principal of Orono
Junior-Senior High School agrees. "Whatever drug problem is here the university is
a factor, though not an over-riding one. But
with the type of institution like the
university, here is a person wants to
become involved with drugs it's not hard.'
Robinson added, "Anytime young people are involved in drugs, it's a drug
problem." He agrees that from what he
knows of other communities in Washington
county, where he admits there isn't an
institution like the universtiy, the drug
problem here is not any better or any

worse."
However, Orono Chief of Police, Thomas
Landers said, "We have a considerable
amount of 'kids using drugs to some
degree." He said, it was his philosophy
that the atmosphere of a college is one of
an abuse of alcohol and marijuana that may
impress upon the young person 15 and up.
"lm not sure of it. There is probably an
influence, a peer-group identity with
fraternities, but young people also see
students studying." The negative influence is always easier to see, he said.
Landers said that they have arrested
college students in the past for pushing
drugs, but that it was rare.
"The last time we had a raid of drugs a
couple of years ago, the majority arrested
was local citizens, but if you live on Mill
Street then you're local, even if you go to
college."
Students at Orono High School agree
with local officials. One junior said that,
"there's a heavy pot use in the school but
it's east to buy it from other kids. You don't
have to go to the university to get it."
Another student, a sophomore added,
[see DRUGS back page]

Announcement
The Maine Campus will not print
Tuesday, Oct. 23. and Wednesday,
Oct. 24 because of the numbers of
students leaving school early for
vacation.
After vacation, our first issue will
be Wednesday, Oct. 31.
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Reactions to new grading mixed
by Debbie Zeigler
Staff writer

received notes informing her that her
practice was not accepted.

The new plus-minus grading system may
just be "public relations" and "totally
unrealistic." to some members of the
university faculty.

Professor Albert Klinge in agricultural
engineering said he would like to see a
further break down of grades.
"I would be happier if we had a decimal

William Bain, professor of microbiology,
voted against it in the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture.

system in grading from 1.1 to 4.0," Klinge
said. "We tried to get it in before in the
college, but we weren't successful. But this
new system is a step in the right

"It generates more distinction levels,"
he said. "We're coerced into using the
plus and minus system. If we don't we're a
heavy, a bad guy. I have to decide whether
I want to be a bad guy or not. But if it's
mandatory, I'll go by the rules."

direction."
Jerome Nadelhaft of the history department doesn't agree with the decimal
system idea.
"That would be too fine a distinction,"
he said. "The plus-minus grading is a
necessary reform. It's irritating to give a
general grade for a range of 80 to 89."
"I think it ma v lower grade points in the
long run." he said.

"This is just public relations anyway. If
it makes the student feel good, so. let's
make the student feel good," Bain said.
Research assistant and lecturer in
agricultural and resource, Chirtanna Cook
is worried about the students who are on
the minus side of the system.
"They're the ones on the loosing side,••
she said. "I don't plan to use it unless the
students ask for it."
Not all faculty feel so strongly agiinst
the new system. however.
One strong proponent of the system,
Anne Pooler. assistant professor of education, said. "It does make that extra

She's in favor

Anne Pooler
distinction. For me, it's a mental mindset. It's the way I naturally think in
grading."
Pooler, in the past, has sent grades with
pluses and minuses to the registrar and she

David Bishop of the College of Education, said he finds the new system "totally
unrealistic."
"I don't believe in breaking down a
five-point system to a ten-point one. It
makes no distinction. I doubt anyone can
make a distinction between a C and a C+
in a quanitative manner.Bishop said it he had to use it, he would,
but he wouldn't like it.
Political Science Professor Eugene Ma-

he's opposed.

David Bishop
whinney said he'll probably use it.
"But I think it should be used by all or no
one. It creates a problem for the student on
transcripts. A grade of B and B+ may have
the same numerical average, but if not all
professors use it, the grades will not be the
same."

Sharing ofideas to be
stressed byUMOSG
by Joyce Swearingen
Staff writer
The value of the university system and
student activity fees, are just some of the
topics to be discussed at the first meeting
of the University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments (UMOS6).
"The first meeting is actually a
conference to get input from various
student organizations," said James
Brooks, UMO's delegate to UMOSG.
"The purpose of this conterence is tor
students in Maine, actively involved in
student government functions such as
senate, student affairs, newspapers, legal
services, legislative affairs, academic
affairs, etc., to get together to share, to
learn and to explore their work and
service," Brooks said.
The conference, which begins tomorrow
at BCC's Student Union, will feature a
variety of small group workshops. Friday's
workshops include co-op planning activities, student activity fees, the value of the

by Lynn Wardwell
Staff writer
Three former Dunn Hall residents have
had no news on their suit filed against the
university because of a mix-up.
Laura Chute, Mark Pettegrow and
Theresa LaRochelle filed a class action suti
on the university to collect almost $3000 in
damages during the flooding of Dunn
Hall's ceilings on fourth floor last winter.
They first asked Residential Life to grant
each resident affected by the flooding a $50
rebate: Residential Life refused.
LaRochelle, now a Stodder Hall resident
said she hadn't heard very much about
what is happening with the case.
She did learn that the suit had not been
filed correctly and Student Legal Services
had to "restart the whole process."
According to SLS, "the suit was not
refiled, but the papers were reserved on
the university basically because the deputy
sheriff failed to serve them on the proper
person."

A lawyer for SLS, Chalmers Hardenbergh said the papers were served on
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy's secretary instead of the chancellor.
In a written statement, SLS said now that
the suit has been served, it appears the
university's next step is to delay.
"They apparently intend to wait out the
Dunn Hall students until the enthusiasm is
gone." according to SLS.
Richard Eustis, director of physical
facilities for the university system, said the
suit has been sent to their lawyers in
Portland. He said they had no intentions of
delaying the case and were leaving
everything up to their lawyers and
insurance representatives.
LaRochelle said none of her personal
belongings were damaged. She said it is
"not really the money, it's more mental;
like not being able to go into your room
because everything is covered in plastic."

Stu
end
by Stephen
Staff wt

university system, outdoor programming,
and student government involvement.
Saturday's workshops are on student
government accountability, low no-cost
programming, student legal concerns and
alcohol awareness.
The chancellor's staff will also be
sponsoring workshops on energy, academic affairs and faculty-student relations.
There will be a luncheon with the
trustees on Saturday, after which will be a
discussion and evaluation of the conference.
UMOS6 will hold its regular meeting
after the discussion and evaluation.
"We hope to bring together members of
the student programming groups to
discuss ways of cooperation, to build better
relations with the chancellor's office, and
to allow students to become better
informed about the university system,"
Brooks said. "The success of the conference will depend solely on the enthusiasm
of those attending."

Mix-up causes delay in
Dunn Hall action suit
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Review

by Barbara Bousquet
Staff writer
Hesitantly I pushed open the heavy
wooden door and peered up the sagging,
worn steps above me and glanced at a sign
on the wall that unceremoniously proclaimed, "Thrift Shop."
Here I was, with my twenty dollar
designer jeans and fifty dollar leather boots
going into a place for the needy and the
poor, which most college students are, to
look for bargains. I was right about the
bargains but the Orono Thrift Shop
definitely has something for everyone.
"Everybody comes. Burned-out famil-

3

Ile Thrift Shop is open on Wednesdays
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., and averages 50
people a day, according to Marion Sullivan,
who refers to herself as "manager" of the
"Boutique." The Boutique is one room of
the shop reserved for the very nicest
clothes that are in very good condition or
"are really nice."
In the Boutique, wool coats range from
$7.00 to $10.00 and blouses are 50 cents to
$2.00, while in the main room of the Thrift
Shop last Wednesday there was a special of
three skirts for 25 cents and 2 slacks for 25
cents.
The Shop has much more, however,

"Here I was, with my twenty dollar designer jeans
and fifty dollar leather boots going into a place
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Marlene Doucette, says that inflation hasforced her to raise the price of blouses to 25
cents.

Student group calls for
end to African investments
by Stephen Olver
Staff writer
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A group of UMO students has formed a
committee calling for the university to rid
itself of almost one million dollars in
endowment funds currently invested in
South Africa.
The group. which objects to investment
in South Africa as a protest to that
country's apartheid policies, has proposed
the money be used for student housing.
Lewis Strickland, coordinator of the
group, hopes to gain wide-spread student
support to put pressure on UMaine's stock
investment of $952,888 in thirteen corporations that have plants or subsidiaries in
South Africa.
Over the past years, movements in
colleges across the nation have opposed
investments in countries such as South
Africa, which practice apartheid principles.
Apartheid policy supports the principle
of the segregation of white and black
citizens, relegating blacks to a lesser social
and economic status.
"It's just plain negligence on the part of
the university," Strickland said. "All
they're interested in is a high rate of return
from their investments."
ThF housing situation on this campus
and others in the system is the main reason
to focus on why the university should put
money into Maine and not into South
Africa, he said.
The group, founded last week, has set up
six task forces to study different aspects of
investment in South Africa and housing in
this country.
"Right now, we're doing a lot of

research and trying to get things organized," Strickland said. He is hoping to gain
enough student support so that a solid
proposal can be delivered to the Board of
Trustees in a couple of months.
Strickland will attend a conference of
student government members from
UMaine's different campuses (UMOSG)
this weekend and hopes to get other
campuses involved.
Last spring, controversy arose after the
Board of Trustees released UMaine's
endowment figures which showed the
almost one million dollars which is
connected with firms involved ii, South
Africa.
At that time. Board of Trustees
Chairman Francis Brown said the issue
would receive careful scrutiny and consideration. However, the university continues
to have no official policy on South African
investments.
Currently, the University of Maine's
$3.1 million in investments are handled by
the Putnam Capital Management Corporation of Boston. In the past, the Board has
allowed the Putnam Corp. to manage the
investment of the funds and has only set
down guidelines on the performance of the
investments.
Of the $952,888, the three major
investments are in Weyerhauser Company
($105,400), Fluor Corporation ($99,600).
and Johnson and Johnson ($96,075).
The other ten corporations are Abbott
laboratories, National Cash Register Co..
International Harvester, International flavors and fragrances Inc., Atlantic Richfield, Honeywell Co., Boeing Corp.. Bristol
Myers Co.. Hewlett Packard Co. and
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
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fraternities for parties," said Marlene
Doucette, chairman of the 15-year-old,
non-profit shop. The shop is conveniently
located in the old Birch Street school off
Pine Street in downtown Orono.
Doucette, who has been a volunteer at
the shop for twelve years, explained that
the money raised, which last year was over
$4,000. goes to the "Dental Clinic."
The Dental Clinic is run by the Orono
Health Association, for children from lower
and middle income families in the Orono
and Bangor area. The children receive free
dental care from local dentists who provide
their services at discounted rates to the
clinic.
"It started out as a small room with
donated clothes, and we used to give the
clothes away but we found people abusing
the privilege, so the blouses then went for
five cents, but now they're a quarter.
That's inflation." Doucette said with a
warm laugh.
However, several people thought the
shop fights inflation. "I just put new
clothes on lay-away and if you compare the
prices, it's a great inflation fighter," Vicki
Park said. "It's good for my kids. I usually
come every week from Bangor."
"I think it's super," Sharon Philbrook
Bergeron, a UMO senior, as she picked out
four pairs of mens wool pants that she
explained she was going to make into
knickers for cross-country skiing. "It goes
against the grain of a disposable world."

ranging from children's games, household
appliances, furniture, clocks, lamps. wall
hangings, books, shoes, wigs, and even an
old-fashioned bread box.
"I've seen college kids come in and
outfit their whole apartments," Mrs.
Sullivan said, 'We get quite a lot of college
students, but we'd like more. It's a lot of
fun, when the kids parade around in new
found treasure, or find just the right thing
for their apartment. I wish we had a
camera here all the time.
Irene Dupuis, who calls herself. an
"all-round employee." agrees. "other
people's useless things are someone else's
treasure." She said the shop gets clothes
from local churches, yard sales and
donations.
"The great thing about it is it mixes up
different groups of people in the town."
Sarah Hasbrouck, a past president of the
Orono Health Association said.
According to Sullivan, however, the shop
may be in for trouble. "The town wants to
tear the school down because they don't
want to put the necessary money into it for
repairs. But it's almost 100 years old, my
grandfather was janitor here in 1890." She
shook her head and added "We don't know
where we'd go."
Next Wednesday. take a walk to the
Orono Thrift Shop. and I guarantee you will
walk away with at least one "treasure"
which at no extra charge includes some
new friends.
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Carl Pease
Letters for a circular file.

In the beginning
In the beginning there was nothing.

Then someone came along and said, "I
want to learn." Thus was born the fait
Student.
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Then someone else came along and
said,
"I want to teach." Thus was born the first
Professor.
Then the first Professor met the first
Student and there came into being
the
University.
Knowledge increased. Life became more
meaningful and easier. The People saw
this and said, "It is good, we must support
it so that it may increase and multiply and
educate our children."

1111i

For awhile all went well. The University
governed itself, aware of its debt to the
People, educating their children and trying
to apply the knowledge it gathered to their
needs.
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Take a break
It's a good thing October break comes
in October.
It's even better that the break comes
next week.
This is the second year there has been a
break between Labor Day and
Thanksgiving, and students and faculty
need it.
The recommendation calling for the
institution of a mini-holiday was made by
the UMO counseling center to the
calendar committee, which is responsible
for when students come and go.
Director of the Counseling Center, Dr.

Charles Grant, said the stress caused by
the long haul from September to
November had negative psychological
impacts.
Two years ago, and before that, October
used to be a time of fairly high suicidal
thoughts and some attempts, according to
Grant.
But, he thinks the break is a positive
addition to the calendar allowing "people
to recuperate."
But the best thing about October break
is there are only three and a half weeks
until Thanksgiving vacation.
A.L.

Alarming
Pulling fire alarms for the hell of it was the
"cool" thing to do in sixth grade.
It appears some people never outgrow
the pranks of their youth.
During the first six weeks of this
semester, a total of 59 false alarms have
occurred on campus. And that is an
alarming number.
Not only must the firemen rush to the
scene of the alarm (thus wing up precious
funds), but students must vacate their
dormitories for nothing more than a case
of boy crying wolf."
If this infant leisure-time activity
continues, students in the dorms will no
longer bother to get up from what they are
doing to leave the building.
According the UMO Fire Marshall
Duane Brasslett, this is already
happening.
What happens when the next fire alarm
is not false...but the students think it is?
Coupled with the concern of saving
lives, is that of saving the morale of the
UMO fire department. If the firemen get
lazy due to the increase in false fire

alarms, the UMO community is in serious
trouble.
And, what happens when the next fire
alarm is not false...but the firemen think it
is?
Each time a mischievous person pulls a
fire alarm for kicks, 100 bucks goes up in
smoke. That is the price tag Brasslett has
put on each false alarm. And 59 multiplied
by $100 equals a lot of bucks which could
go towards more productive things.
Bearing in mind the juvenile attitude of
some students, the fire department
should
dream up a way of installing a new fire
alert system.
Some areas of the country are using
systems which employ a tape recording
of
the caller's voice. People are less apt
to
make a false call when their voices are
on
tape.
But, until a solution is found, perhap
s
the fire department should invest
some
money from its budget in a plaype
n the
size of a football field into which all
sorts
of toys could be dumped for leisure
-time
fun.
AL.

The Univers, of Maine at Orono's student newspape
r since 1875
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daily at the University of Maine at
Orono. Editorial and business of5ces
are located at Sake 7A Lord Hall,
UMO, Orono, Maine, 04469, telephone 207-581-7531. Advertising
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upon request. Printed at The Ellsworth American, Ellsworth, Maine,
04605.
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Of course it was actually the Professors
which ran the University. The Students
were not yet "mature" enough. The
Professors seemed unaware that the
maturity and the ability to make decisions
came about only when a person was given
the responsibility for making decisions and
had to take the consequences of those
decisions.

'Then the People and the
Professors gave the
Administrator power over
the University...Thus was
created University
Bureaucracy.'
Then came the first Administrator.
He said to the People. "How can you be
sure that the University is actually serving
you when you give it so much freedom?
How do you know that it is not corrupting
your children? How do you know that the
Professors do not secretly despise you?"
And the People listened not realizing that
they were giving up the right to choose and
thus becoming like ths Students.
To the Students he said nothing. For the
Students had no power to give away.
Then the People and the Professors gave
the Administrator power over the University and the Administrator brought his
entire clan and gave them jobs and drained
the resources of the People and did not
listen to the advice of the Professors and
ignored the Students. Thus was created
University Bureaucracy.
And there, in struggle to regain, gain
and retain the power they had lost or never
had. the People. the Students and the
Professors fought each other, blamed each
niter and only the Administrator and his
clan multiplied.

Carl Pease is a graduate student in
nubile administration from Pittsfield His
column appears here Thursdays.
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters
to the.editor. Please keep them brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
Hall, UMO. Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.

I UMO bakers feel cheated
To the Editor:
In your September 20 issue, in an
interview with LaBree's Bakery, it was
stated that LaBree's supplies "most of the
Italian rolls and pastries for UMO." There
are several Bakers working in the Dining
Commons who feel a little cheated by this
statement, which is not exactly true.
The Food Service at UMO exployees
nine Bakers and two apprentice Bakers.
Wells Commons has three bakers, the
other four Commons have two each.
Monday through Friday these bakers
produce all our rolls (by they Italian, hot
dog, hamburg. or dinner) as well as French
and Italian bread, muffins, quick breads,
pastries, cakes, cookies, and puddings.
The bakers work from 4 a.m. to 12:40 p.m.
plus some overtime hours to provide this
service. For a special meal such as a buffet,
Parent's Weekend, or Christmas Dinner,
they also work on the weekends.

The Commons do buy a number of baked
items, and some do come from LaBree's.
Any rolls used on a weekend are bought
from Nissens Bakery who also provide us
with 2,346 loaves of bread per week. Sub
rolls, cookies, etc., which are ordered
through the Commons for student parties
and cookouts often come from LaBree's.
All doughnuts served in the Commons are
bought—most coming from LaBree's. The
Bear's Den is supplied with some of its
baked goods by Wells Commons and
Stewart Commons. The rest come from
LaBree's.
We all appreciate LaBree's good service
and rely on them to fill orders all year.
However, we feel that the article shortchanges the Bakers on campus who all do
an excellent job day in and day out.
Susan Pierce
Food Service Manager
Stodder Commons

Mike Saltz apologizes
To the Editor:
I would like to apoligize for any problems
or inconvenience which I may have caused
as the result of my personal statements in
the Maine Campus. I would especially like
to extend a public apology to Sen. Doug
Hall from Gannett.

In the future I will try to refrain from
such comments. It is my sincere hope that
all problems related to this matter will be
cleared up quickly.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michael Saltz

Get the facts straight
To the Editor:
In regards to Lynn Wardwell's
article, "It was a good try, Carl," I
would like to get her facts straight.
Of the thirteen senators who voted
for Carl's amendment, I was one of
them. I agree with Carl about
"priorities," but when these "priorities" discriminate against new
groups, who may deserve the
Senate's backing, but won't receive
it because they are new, then I must
disagree. Every group has a right to
request money from the Cabinet and
Senate and should not be refused a
hearing. With the "priorities"
statement they would not receive a
hearing.
The Rugby club meets all the
requirements that I have for granting
a club money. The "merits of an
organization. student involvement,
campus representation and desire to
earn some of them money themselves." These also seem to be some
of your criteria also. The rugby club
represents the campus and the
university when they play out-of-

state colleges. They are proud of
their club and have over thirty
members. They pay for their own
equpiment, $80 per member, and
have fund-raising projects. Without
the Senate's backing, the rugby club
would not be in existence today. If
the rugby club does not meet all the
requirements put down by you, then
I would like to know what groups do?
Because to my so-called "logic" they
do.
Before you take my statements out
of context, remember what has been
said before me. All of the above was
stated at the Senate meeting, but I
fail to see it in your article. I back
Carl and if has a good proposal than I
will stand by him.
If you has,e any ideas about how
student government could be improved, guidelines for organizations,
or whatever, then speak up to the
senate meetings. We are always
ready to listen and to act upon
recommendations.

Dawn Huston
204 Androscoggin Hall
Student Senator

Colvin thanks the Campus
for excellent coverage
To the Editor:
We realize that as editor of the Maine
Campus you have many important issues to
present in your paper.
Therefore, we, the residents of Colvin/
Coburn Hall, wish to thank your paper for
the recent excellent coverage it has given
our dormitory/academic hall.
We were ignored in articles on campus
voting statistics and our alter-ego Coburn
Hall was recently described in a front-page
article as Colvin Hall.

Your accuracy is matched only by that of
the Bangor Daily News, which sent our
daily paper to Coburn Hall for two weeks
this semester. Prior to your coverage.
Colvin/Coburn was a relatively unknown
and obscure name in campus circles, but at
last, our identity crisis has ended; we
thank you and your staff.
Sincerely yours,
Sharon Blood
22 Colvin ?? Hall

commentary
Susan Leonard
Hatfield vs McCoy politics
The Maine Campus is a "rag."
Student Government is a "joke." I
argue against proponents of these
views and I firmly believe that they
are wrong.
I'm not surprised, though, at the
numbers who feel as they do. Recent
comments of student government
leaders and the coverage given them
by this newspaper lend credence to
their position.
The mudslinging between student
government and the Maine Campus
is reminiscent of the Hatfields and
the McCoys. The feud continues long
after the origin of the dispute has
been forgotten.
Reporters. though -generally sincere in their efforts to report
accurately, often fail more often by
what they don't say, than by what
they do report.
Most reporters don't have a
working knowledge of student government. This ignorance is fostered
by student government members

who, because of their distrust of
reporters, react hostiley and uncooperatively to inquiries.
Reporters sometimes presume
that this hostility is proof that secrets
are held, that student leaders are
dishonest, and that scandal is
brewing.
Since scandals make interesting
reading. a reporter who has been
rebuffed by a student politician, may
approach a story with a bias.
Consequently, the story may appear
one-sided.
This, understandably, angers student leaders who feel "heat" as a
result of these articles. Imagine the
intensity of Dick Hewes' anger when
he reads in the Campus that his
colleagues have discussed rumors to
impeach him. Hewes claims to have
heard nothing of the sort.
Those who have discussed impeachment apparently don't have
the backbone to confront Hewes with
their opinions, giving Hewes no
alternative but to accuse the Campus
of being a gossip column.

And when senators, like Mike
Saltz of Cumberland Hall are criticized by their constituents for
expressing their personal opinions to
reporters, what easier scapegoat
than to claim you've been misquoted?

confront his accusors.
It is clear that both the Campus
and Student Government have internal housekeeping to do. Until
each recognizes and attacks its own
inadequacies, one can never be fair
and objective to the other.

Both the Campus and student
government have been unfair in their
accusations. The Campus is guilty of
reacting to statements of a few
student leaders without adequately
flushing out opposing veiwpoints.
The Campus may also be guilty of
giving too much weight to the
opinions of a few who upon public
cross-examination will not stand by
their opinions.

How can the Campus claim to be a
watchdog of student government
when it lacks the knowledge and
insight to carry out that function?
And how can student government
criticize the Campus as being
misleading when it won't cooperate
with reporters?

Student Government members are
guilty of lacking the conviction to be
openly honest publicly about their
doubts of the adequacy of student
government leadership.
Dick Hewes has been done an
injustice by his colleagues. He has
been denied the opportunity to

Thus, the responsibility is thrust
upon the reader to weigh Campus
opinion pieces and news stories
against the letters and commentaries
written by student government
members.
Susan Leonard is a senior journalism and political science major from
North Windham. She is a former
student government vice-president.
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Another hard-luck story?
by Crilly Ritz
Staff writer
The reviews have been favorable
so far. Everyone enjoyed her concert
Saturday night, myself included. I
speak of Karla Bonoff of course, but
to talk of her means to go much
further.
1 have some serious
reservations about Bonoff's music
and her output so far released into
the marketplace.
Karla Bonoff is nice..but does it
go beyond that? I may make some
people mad.
If Karla Bonoff's
albums had the character of her live
performance. I'd buy them. Karla
Bonoff is caught in a trap, and I don't
know if she has the sense to escape
the hold on her or not.
What trap do I talk of? Well, I talk
of the Southern California laid back
country-rock scene that has permeated the rock music scene for
several years and which has grown
stagnant. Stagnant? Yes...I mean
repulsively stagnant.
The Southern California scene in
rock has produced some of the
blandest music in the last ten years
or so. The problem is that once a
successful formula is devised, it is
repeated again and again. What
groups exemplify this pattern? For
one there is the Eagles...00h...might
be stepping on holy ground. And
then there is the New Riders Of the
Purple Sage. Linda Ronstadt,
Andrew Gold, Fleetwood Mac and a
host of other less known prodigees in
the ranks.
The scene is stagnant...songs are
based on love's failings, love's
insecurities, the yearning for love.
Love songs can get monotonous.
And a lot of it has to do with
production.
Once a producer
discovers the secret magical potion
that will sell records, all creativity
and artistic development is cast
aside. Karla Bonoff is only one
instance of this.
I love Karla Bonoff's voice. her
songs are really nice, they're pretty,
but I find myself wanting more. Am
I justified?
I discover a bit of pretention when
I listen to Karla Bonoff. The songs
are supposed to be serious, aren't
they? All she ever sings about is
wanting to be with a man, wanting to
go home to a man, wanting to be
loved by a man. From what I can

Bonoff is caught in a trap,
and I don't kow if she has the sense
to escape the hold on her or not.'
see, Karla Bonoff is a very sensitive
woman who is very vulnerable to
being used by men in relationships.
This is interesting, but does it make
it good art?

There's too much homogeniety in
Bonoffs recordings, and I realized it
more when I heard her in concert.
She seems to have. more freedom on
stage. She expresses more emotion

Karla Bonoff
I contend that the music is nice,
but trite. Who wants to hear about
someone who just can't seem to ever
find true love? Do we have to be
burdened because she has some
notion of romantic love that will
never be fulfilled? Again I think she
has experienced some heavy things,
but does that make it good art? I
think not.

[photo by Bill Mason]

when she's in the stagelight. and
somehow this isn't present on her
albums.
Of course there are those who
will
say that a live performance is
always
better than a record., not so.
When
Bonoff is in the studio, she has
the
best musicians playing for her.
The
session men play on all the
Southern
California albums. Everything
stays

under control so that the formu
la
doesn't get messed up.
Karla Bonoff is popular. That
sure
as hell isn't any criteria for sayin
g
she's good. But perhaps I shoul
d
point my finger at someone who has
done a lot worse than Karla Bonoff.
My finger goes directly to pretty
little sweet Linda Ronstadt, Ah!
Doesn't she look nice. Gee, I
think
I'll buy her album. This mentality
makes her popular.
Linda Ronstadt more than anyone
else I can think of is guilty of relying
on proved formulas. On every album
you'll find your token country/rock
song, token uptempo rocker, token
ballad...and it goes on.
Perhaps I should say that it isn't
necessarily bad to have these albums
by Linda Ronstadt or Karla Bonoff or
whatever...just realize what they
are, and what they aren't. They
aren't something you can listen to in
a year and discover some little
subtlety that you never fully realized
before.
Karla Bonoff is a million miles
ahead of Linda Ronstadt. At least
she writes her own songs. Other
people do them and they become
really popular. I like Bonnie Raitt's
version of "Home" more, but that's
because I regard Bonnie Rain as a
more innovative artist and performer.
I'll probably wind up getting Karla
Bonoffs first album on tape at some
point or other. I respect her for what
she does. As for her second album. I
don't know. I hear it is really
formula based, much more so than
the first.
I hope Karla Bonoff gets off her
ass and does some reconsideration of
what she's gotten into. To see her
entrapped in commercialism makes
me sick, and to think that she's
happy and satisfied makes me puke.
I watched her carefully before the
concert last Saturday as she rehearsed. I noticed her to be weak.
frail, as if she was barely holding on.
She sings, "I can't hold on," but to
have her lose her grip on everyday
lifc is tragic.
I make it out to be so serious. The
big money chase, the seemingly
empty hollowness of the rock star
scene.. is it imaginary? Or is it just
another hard luck story that you're
gonna hear?

DJ digs into obscurity

Noise under the PA.system
by Kevin Ritchie
Guest writer
I'm now an authorized Jose Diaz-type; a
real dyed-in-the-wool proto-typical laid
back FM Disc Jockey. My show spans the
globe on Wednesdays, filling the ears of
the young, old and unborn with devastatingly obscure music designed never to be
popular. (The bands I play hire producers
specifically with this type of non-success in
mind.) I had a great time last week;
spanning the globe was a IS-second
segment of dead-air (ultimately an offense
punishable by dicso contamination at many
less progressive-minded and less tolerant
stations), a feat I embarrassingly hope
never to reproduce.
My playlist read somewhat like a who's
who of what's wrong here as I swept
through such delights as Frank Sinatra's
"Softly as I Leave You," Bill Cosby's
'Personal Hygiene ,'' and Skyhooks'
"Crazy Heart." I wanted desperately to
slip Lancelot Link and the Evolution

Revolution onto the turntable, leave
the
studio, and then return a few seconds
later
yelling, "Who put this junk on?"
in a
seemingly incensed, high-pitched
wail
designed to absolve myself from
all
responsibility in the incident. Wait
until
next week when I will play this and
follow it
with The Electric Prunes. What deviousness lurks within this '60s-crazed mind?
!
Being a dated, musically illite
rate
individual does have its advantages
, no
matter how trivial. For example, I
gave
away two tickets to last weekend's
Karla
Bonoff concert via a relatively obscu
re
trivia question involving Fleetwood
Mac
that took five callers to the station
before
someone got it right. I simply delig
ht in
ignoring middle-of-the-road, the run
-of-the
-mill and the commercially valued.
Quality
trivia is, of course, in any highly
artistic
discipline, spawned of obscurity.
I think I'll "freak out"(60s cliche phras
e

for excessive sensate stimul
i to the
pre-frontal lobes) the uninitiated
listeners
this week by again giving away
two tickets
to Karla Bonoff. After a merely
adequate
turnout to this well-publicized
and musically exciting show, I'm firmly
convinced
that some poor ying-yang would
call with a
typically mindless answer to
my inevitably
mindless question and oe tickle
d to death
to think he'd just won two ticket
s and could
trot off proudly to a concert
long since
gone.
Why Karla Bonoff wasn't
sold out is
absolutely beyond me. If Don Lay.
Andrew
Govatsos, etc. had put that show
on it
would've sold 4,000 seats at
$8.50 a ticket.
In a University communit
y of 11,000
students, it couldn't sell popcorn
farts to a
balloon company at $3.50 a
ticket.
Spyro-Gyra will be here in
three weeks.
Will they pack 101 EM?!
Oh, well, it's all noise under
the P.A.

system as we say in the music world
.
But seriously, folks! To blatantly rever
t
to paragraph four, I think this
radio show is
just what I need: I would
like desperately to
bolster my ever-dwindling viabil
ity in the
real-world job market. This will
be another
feather in my resume when I go to apply for
that elusive Kinney shoe sales
man job that
awaits all sociology major
s at the end of
their hard-won cat eer
rainbow. That
52.90-an-hour pot of gold
will really be a
healthy part of my total caree package.
r
later in life. It's a scheme
for the real
world; and I guess I'm an undergradu
ate
psycho-drama, continually unfol
ding into
diverse new interests and
broadening my
healthy young horizons ever onward and
upward. As Horace Greeley once
said in an
entirely different conte
xt:
"Go West, young man," and he never
went further West then
New York. That's
show biz!!
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Gettin'down in Bean Town

by Patti Lanigan
Guest writer
"Bobby Darin's back from the
dead!"
"Come on. you're crazy. What
drug vou doin' tonight?"
"Nothing, I'm not crazy. Look at
him! He came back Italian, but he's
belting out "Mack the Knife" like
nobody's business."
Can you believe it? The reincarnation of Bobby Darin walks into
Bette's Rolls-Royce, sings his heart
and soul out in one number for
Boston, and that crazy dixieland
band behind him calls him the
mystery singer. UNBELIEVALBE!
What a voice! Who is this wild cat?

Okay Eddie, okay Riles. I'll move
the story on. Friday Eddie flew home
to Braintree to surprise his parents
on their 25th anniversary. He called
Riles, who was in Maine at the time.
These two wild men from Borneo
decided their act had been split up
too long, so Riles told Eddie we'd do
Boston with him for a couple of days.
Why not? I'd been wanting to meet
Eddie since July. I had rented a
canoe for the weekend, but I left it on
the roof of my car while Riles and I
floated down I-95—behind the wheel
of a red Firebird Superstar rent-a-car
from Hertz—into the heart of "Bean
Town" where it's all happening.
We called Eddie from a 7-11 store
on Charles Street and arranged to
meet him in Marshfield a bit south of
Boston. Eddie was a gas from the

different nicknames ranging from
"Legs," "Londrigan" and "Hooligan" to "Mulligan" and "The
Maineiack." We danced through
the peanut shells on the floor at
Bette's.
After flipping out the crowd there
with his gutsy rendition of "Mack
the Knife," Eddie was dancing in his
chair when he yelled to Riles, "You
know, Pete, you always did inspire
me to bedlam." At the time Riles
and I were drumming on the table so
hard our drinks were dancing. I'd
say the three of us inspired a lot of
life, energy and crazy fun-lovingness
in each other. Eddie played and
sang for us. I sang for Eddie and
Riles and we all sang together. We
played dice with his cousins,
brothers and friends, ate clams
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they call Eddie "Kidneys." The
Common's bathrooms were closed
for the night, and those in McDonaids, Burger King. a Chinese
take-out, a pizza place and a Ritzy
apartment building. Twenty-One on
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order. Eddie and Riles used the park
anyway, but I just couldn't.
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Technically the mystery singer is
Edward Finocchiaro. but you can call
him Eddie, Skin, Squindini or
anything you like as long as you're
friendly about it. I met Eddie
through my best buddy Riles, short
for Killer Pete Reilly.
When I first met Riles at a rowdy
bar in Washington County that
serves blueberries with every drink.
,he told me stories about Eddie.
Eddie and I have some things in
common like writing, singing, playing music and being thick with Riles.
Eddie and Riles went to school at
Marquette University where they
shared a basement apartment in
Milwaukee and powdered milk.
When Eddie made the hockey team
they had a giant celebratory drunk,
and when Eddie got sick the party
moved right into the bathroom with
him. Riles graduated from Marquette and works as an accountant
for an energy corporation. Eddie's in
his fifth year of journalism school
specializing in sports writing. Riles
says Eddie's on the 11-year program, but Eddie swears he's gonna'
graduate this Dedember.
"Hey Londrigan! Cut the academic bullshit."
"Yeah, shut up would you
please?"

beginning. "Cup of coffee anybody?
Cup of coffee?" he yelled from his
brother Tony's kitchen door.
Finding no takers Eddie pressed on,
"Come on, have a cup of coffee. It's
yellow."
Grinning widely, he
hurried down the driveway and
presented each of us with a bottle of
Miller. For the rest of the weekend
he smoked cigarettes, brewed coffee
and entertained non-stop.
Eddie is one of those dynamic
people bursting with talent, creativity and enthusiasm for living, and he
has the ability to rip wide open and
lay it all on you. He sings. dances,
plays guitar and harmonica, and
tells stories and knock-knock jokes
with flair. Riles says you've gotta
divide everything Eddie says by
six...Eddie says to take it all with a
pound of salt. But however you look
at it he's dynamite.
In a day and a half Eddie became,
my second best buddy. He helped to
break in my new tweed cap pulling it
over my eyes and dancing around
with it on backwards. We played
backgammon and drank tea until
4:00 Sunday morning. We talked
about how we met Riles and tossed a
baseball in the side yard. Eddie
introduced Riles and I to a million
people. He called me at least six

chowdered. steamed, fried and
thrown on spaghetti, and drank
coffee.
Sunday morning we hit the beach
dancing. skipping and doing cartwheels for the wind and sand. We
couldn't find any horses so we
galloped and raced on imaginary
equestrian beasts under Acapulco
gold sunshine, letting them sniff the
sea breeze while we laughed. Later
we ate a marvelous Italian dinner
that Eddie's sweet mother cooked for
us, and visited the men's quarterback club his father belongs to. Then
Eddie showed us Boston through his
eyes — his old high school,
Cambridge, Harvard Square, fruit
stands, his father's meat-packing
place, the Combat Zone, the home of
the Fenway Frank Yankety-Yank.
Roxbury, Beacon Hill and Chinatown.
During that little trip we learned
an important lesson together: Don't
drink beer before you go into Boston
no matter who wants to buy it tor
you. because in town you're supposed to hold it. We made the
mistake of, having one at the
quarterback club to be sociable and
spent fifteen desperate minutes near
Boston Common looking...and looking...for a place to go! In Milwaukee

We finally landed a relief spot for
me in a restaurant that happens to
sell fantastic hot bagels. so we
munched some with cream cheese
and butter, and drove over to Quincy
Market. There we stuffed in fried
dough dusted with confectioner's
sugar and chocolate chip cookies that
had won an award for being the best
in Boston.
Time was rolling past 7:00 and
thinking about 8:00 when Riles and I
decided we should head for Maine.
We walked Eddie back over to
Bette's Rolls Royce, but none of us
felt like splitting up. So we went
inside and played one of these
electronic TV-screen games, the
object of which is to blast alien
bacterial fiends before they reached
the surface of Earth. (Anything to
keep from ending the weekend I
guess.) Eddie said he felt good
playing it, like he was protecting the
United States.
Riles and I stayed at Bette's until
Eddie's brother came, then fixed to
leave. Eddie called me over to the
TV game and said. "Londrigan. I'm
glad I met you. I'm gonna miss you.
You gotta write to me and get Riles
to write too. Write me a depressing
poem, will you?"
I'm going to miss them both.
Eddie's going to Milwaukee this
week. Riles is going to Alexandria,
Virginia. I'm staying in_Old Town.
I told Eddie I'd write him a sad
poem if he'd answer with a happy
one. He agreed and said, "I've gotta
find a job with a paper around here,
Londrigan, so pray for me." As we
hugged goodbye. Eddie yelled, "I
love ya — Now get outta here."
Riles and I took a couple of steps
toward the door and looked back at
Eddie. He ran over and squeezed us
both laughing and hollering, "You
two knuckleheads come see me again
in Milwaukee or here."
Eddie was fantastic! Boston was
the wildest! We all loved it and, you
know, Beacon Hill might someday be
graced with our cohabitation. Only
time can tell, baby, so hold on. Cup
of coffee?

JO.
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Jogging; over hill, over dale...

continued ft
by Susan Harvey
Staff Writer
Who's doing it? Administrators and
secretaries, professors and presidents.
doctors and their patients, dad and the
kids, politicians, housewives, students,
and even the Pope—in private, of course.
And what they're doing is running. This
simple act of placing one foot in front of the
other. a feat known to man for millennia,
was rediscovered in the sixties when the
nation was swept with "fitness fever."
Today it is unsurpassed as the number one
leisure time activity.
"It's the way it should be," said Walt
Abbott who teaches a physical fitness
class. "I wouldn't even guess how many
people jog here." he said, "but this is a
very physically-oriented campus. New
people coming here are amazed at the
number of people who run at UMO."
And run they do—around the track,
through the campus roadways, down
College Avenue, and out into the surrounding towns where they blend with a variety
of non-campus runners.
They will give you a thousand different
reasons for what they are doing: to lose
weight. to give me time to think, to stay
healthy.
Walt Abbott knits these reasons a little
tighter. "The prime benefit is psychological," he said.

"People feel better when they try and
succeed. It's relaxing; running reduces
tension and gives us a sense of wellbeing."
But that sense emotional well-being may
be had at the price of sacrificing the
physical unless a person knows what he's
doing.
The risks run from simple pulled
muscles to curious symptoms suffered by
high-speed long-distance runners.
"Most students can safely start on a
program of their own.— Abbott said. But he
likes to see those over thirty years old have
a thorough physical exam, and then do
running under a personalized program.
Abbott said other than the expected
muscle soreness of the beginner, most
injury is a result of over-enthusiasm.
Dr. Huss of the Cutler Health Center,
himself a runner, agrees.
"People first starting tend to suffer
minor breakdowns," he said. "Muscle
strains and pulls; they are trying to do too
much too fast."
Huss recommends starting slowly and
stopping when it begins to hurt.
Among the veteran, long-distance runners coming into the center for treatment.
Huss is finding cases of Achilles tendonitis
and stress fractures.
"There are dozens of unusual symptoms
related to high speed, long-distance
runners," Huss said.
Sometimes the organ system is affected.
jcontinued on page 91
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...we will hit the dusty trail
continued from page AI
For instance, bloody urine can be cause by
the battering kidneys take when the body
becomes dehydrated and there is a lack of
urine to cushion the blows.
Huss said problems are very rare, as are
those of the heart.
"That's pretty uncommon unless a
person already has a history of heart
disease," he said.
Even for those who do have heart
problems, running isn't necessarily prohibitive.
Charles Burger, a physician associated
with the Promise Clinic in Hampden, said
he recommends running for patients
suffering from post-heart attack depression. He stresses, however, that these
people do so only under a doctor's care.
"Often times a heart attack victim
becomes almost immobilized by fear.
Running can be a real ego-booster for these
"cardiac cripples." he said.
Burger warns the beginner over forty
years old to have a thorough physical
examination, and to undergo a stress test
before running.
"There is nothing absolutely fool-proof
about a stress test," he said. "but it can
identify a coronary heart problem and tell
the level of conditioning."
Burger said the greatest benefit for
runners is psychological rather than
physical.
•'It has never been established that
exercixe is of great physical benefit—in
fact. a lot of the claims are really
overblown. It doesn't take a lot of effort to
get up to ninety-five percent of your
physical potential. But running is one of
the best prescriptions for reducing anxiety
levels.
Perhaps that is one reason so many
facultyr' members at UMO are such
dedicated runners.
Vaughr Holyoke of the, plants and soil

sciences department has-been running for
twelve years, and is now doing up to sixty
miles each week.
"I first got involved because I thought it
would be easier to run that diet," he said.
Back then his main concerns were
staying in shape with no heart worries as
he grew older. For years he jogged only a
few miles a week, but when his children

began running with him, Holyoke's
interest peaked. Today he is a real
competitor.
More than a year ago, Holyok,.:, along
with one of his sons. entered Goldsmith's
race in Old Town where he finished
eighty-fifth in a field of two hundred. He
had an average time of 7:20 per mile. This
year he entered again and shaved a minute

off each mile time.
"That's a reflection of the extra training
and experience," he said.
The extra training takes extra time, but
it's worth it, he added.
"You just find the time for the things
that are important to you," he said.
And while he's out there putting in his
sixty miles each week, he won't be lonely.
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Nun receives
Nobel Prize
OSLO. Norway—A 69-year-old Roman
Catholic nun yesterday became the sixth
woman and the first resident of India to
receive the Nobel Peace Prize. The award
was announced in Oslo. Norway yesterday
morning by Prof. John Shanness of the
Nobel committee.
Mother Jeresa. who has been nominated
repeatedly for the award in recent years.
received the prize "in recognition of her
work in bringing help to sufferi
ng
humanity." according to the five-member
Norwegian Nobel Committee.
Mother Teresa, who has been living in
the poor slums of Calcutta, hence the
name, "The Saint of Gutters," said she
will use the $190.000 prize money to build
more Catholic missions in underdeveloped
countries.
There were 56 nominees for the award,
including Pres. Carter.
Mother Teresa said that, by giving her
the award. the prize committee is
"recognizing the presence of the poor in
the world." She added, ''Greed is the
greatest obstacle to peace..."

Protesters demand
lower energy prices
WASHINGTON, D.C.—About a thousand retired people, many of whom had
come by bus from surrounding states
marched on the headquarters of the
American Petroleum Institute in Washington in one of dozens of demonstrations
across the country yesterday to demand
lower energy prices.
In Montana. members of the AFL-CIO
went door to door, distributing what they
called "oil discredit cards"—postcards to
be sent to Congress in protest of high oil
prices.
An Associated Press spot check cf the
demonstrations showed that turnout was
below organizers' projections. In Cleveland, for instance, a rally expected to draw
6,000 people had only 150.

Handling of Seabrook
reviewed, criticized
CONCORD. N.H.—New Hampshire attorney general Thomas Rath says that in
the event of another demonstration at the
Seabrook Nuclear plant. officials will have
to work out a better system for giving
credentials to reporters.
Rath says more than 400 people had
state press passes for the most recent
protest at the plant, and that many of them
also wore anti-nuclear, buttons and appeared to be taking part in the occupation
attempt.
Rath's comments came after he received
a letter from CBS News charging that
police deliberately clubbed and maced the
network's news producer and camera crew
during the demonstration.
Meanwhile, the New Hampshire Civil
Liberties Union wants Goy. Hugh Gallen to
form a commission to evaluate the state's
handling of this month's demonstration at
the Seabrook Nuclear plant.
NHLCU executive director Jonathan
Meyer said the use of mace, tear gas.
water hoses, riot batons and dogs created
the risk of serious injury. inflicted

punishment without due process and set a
bad precedent.
He said the commission, made up of
private citizens, should review whether the
state should ignore, arrest or repel
trespassers with force; whether there
should be any limits on force; and whether
police officers should be required to wear
nametags or identify themselves when
asked.

CIA predicts severe
fuel shortages

Abortion
'too controversial'

men maintain the traps were set in New
Hampshire waters.

Mall workers fined
$2500
WATERV1LLE—The developers of a
proposed mall on Kennedy Memorial Drive
in Waterville have been fined $2500 for
allowing work to continue on the site this
summer without state approval.
State officials said workers continued to
clear the state after being notified of the
violation.
Under an agreement between the
attorney general's office and the Board of
Environmental Protection, the S&P Corporation agreed to pay the fine and
complete erosion work before winter.
Although the Board of Enfironmental
Protection approved the development of six
smaller lots at the 38-acre site two months
ago. it denied a permit for the largest
section, saying thedevelopment plans wer
not detailed enough.

WATERVILLE—The Waterville City
WASHINGTON. D.C.—The CIA told
Council has refused to grant a group a
a House Intelligence Subcommittee yeswaiver the group needed to hold an
terday "The outlook for oil supply is dim"
abortion march in Waterville next week.
and predicted that severe oil and gas
The Coalition for Choice planned to
shortages are likely to occur when the
march on Castonguay Square as part of the
nation recovers from its current economic
statewide observance next Thursday.
downturn.
Coalition spokeswoman June Birge of
Maurice Ernst. director of the agency's
Waterville said the group wanted to hold a
Office of Economic Research, said oil
small march next Thursday in memory of
prices will continue their upward spiral as
women who died from improper abortions.
world demand outpaces supply. Crude
But the Coalition approached the council
prices have already soared 60 percent since
too late for it to schedule a hearing on the
last December.
request, and councilor Pete Gorman said
Ernst said producing nations-both memabortion is too controversial for the council
bers and non-members of OPEC-will face
to grant a waiver.
reduced production in the coming years.
He said that the Soviet Union-now the
world's largest producer-probably will
become an importer in 1982.
In 1977, the CIA issued a controversial
AUGUSTA—Maine will soon become
report saying that world demand would
the 15th state in the nation to offer a
begin outstripping production in the early
program to teach physically disabled
1980s. Ernst said. "We have been widely
PORTSMOUTH, N.H.—Maine governor
people to be computer programmers.
criticized for being overly pessimistic in
Joseph Brennan and New Hampshire
A dozen handicapped students are
our assessment. We turned out not to
Governor Hugh Gallen are expected tc
be
enrolled in a nine-month course at Bangor
pessimistic enough."
announce some sort of agreement next
Community College, which has been set up
week on their "lobster war."
with help from the State Bureau of
Gallen's legal counsel, Paul McEachern,
Rehabilitation.
has been negotiating with Maine officials
Arthur Jacobson of the SBR sayd
for about a Month to try to resolve the
computer programming has turned out to
latest flare-up in the centuries-old dispute.
be an "ideal occupation" for some
He said he expects there will be some
physically handicapped people. He said
agreement on policing the complicated
people can be paralyzed from the neck
offshore boundary between the states and
down, but if they have good math and
that the controversy over the confiscation
verbal skills, they can program computers.
of 57 lobster trap will be resolved.
Starting salaries for computer programLast month Maine authorities scooped
mers are between 59,000 and $14,000 a
FRENCHV1LLE—Police have found the
up the traps, claiming they were in Maine
ear.
body of a 69-year-old northern Maine man,
waters, however, New Hampshire fishermissing since Saturday.
Roger Williams. of Mars Hill was found
in a wooded area of Frenchvill Tuesday
•10.1
!el.'s's • di
.1)
.54ISM• nu) -c4-Ftacil0EikM1:11:11LijUbMIC0_2-3.1.0.AD
after police re_cived a report that a car was
71)'
stuck on the side of the road. Police said
Williams appeared to have wandered from
the car and died from natural causes.
Williams' son said a search had started
over the weekend when his father failed to
show up for medical tests in Presque Isle.
The younger Williams said his father had
been reluctant to go to hospitals.

'Lobster war' may
end soon

State to train
disabled students

state

Body of Maine man
found

SENIORS!!
IL Will Be Shot On Sight.

lil, That's right!

Maine program
attracts Carter
FALMOUTH—A conservation program
developed by the Maine Audubon Society
and sponsored by Casco Bank has attracted
the attention of President Carter.
In a letter to Audubon headquarters in
Falmouth, Carter said conservation is the
cornerstone of his energy program, and
added that efforts to increase public
awareness and acceptance of energy

Inexpensive Automobiles
From $199 to $999
3RAVEMAN AUTO SALES
22 Alden St.; Bangor
!.el. 942-0104 947-0255

(THE ORON

MAINE'S ART & REPERTORY CINEMA
Oron
o Mall Stillwater Ave. 827-7216
Nei P96
11.1 Ploolifie•
,

ir4

conservation techniques are crucial to its
success.
The Audubon-Casco Bank program, now
in its third week, includes a series of
energy conservation lectures, an Audubonprepared conservation catalogue, and
energy conservation premiums offered to
new depositors by the bank.
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Philomena Baker,
E of Baker Studios in Hampden,
will be on campus Mon., Oct.
22nd - Wed., Oct 24th and
Mon.,Oct 29th - Wed., Oct 31
to shoot Senior portraits. To
make an appointment, come
to 107 Lord Hall anytime this
,o week & sign up!
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2 DRINKS FOR
THE PRICE OF
with happy hour prices all night
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Banana Disco

Get your club card from : Maine.
Campus, Lord Hall
Janice Anderson 581-7601
UMO
Pam Pease
947-8575 UMO
Karen Provost
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At Last! Booters get number one
by Dale McGarrigle
Staff writer
UMO's booting Black Bears broke into
the win column Wednesday, as everything
finally came together and Maine steamrolled Husson 4-1.
It was UMO's first win in twelve games.
Maine's last win was a 5-3 victory over
Husson last year. Maine's record is now
1.8-2. With only 52 seconds elapsed from
the clock, UMO's Frank Neffinger popped
one in from about 15 yards out on the right
side. He was assisted on the play by
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through the Husson defense. UMO had
better ball control and was moving to the
ball better. But the score remained 3-0 at
•the end of the first half.
The second half was physical. Husson
finally got on the scoreboard early in the
second half. Wing Steve Plourde came out
of the crowd and pushed the ball past UMO
goalie Mike Davee.
Coach Biggs added, "We were pushing
up more, and our defenders were getting
caught up a little. Husson controlled the
midfield because we were pushing up to
score."

At 30:31 of the second half, Mike Lyman
iced the game for Maine. Lyman tucked in
a through ball from striker Bruce Houston
to give UMO a 4-1 margin of victory.
Maine outshot Husson by a margin of
33-8. Husson goalie Jack Wood made 8
saves, while UMO's Mike Davee stopped
13.
Coach Biggs summed it up. "The win
was long overdue. The kids are happy, and
they deserve it."
Maine's next game is at home, as the
Black Bears battle Connecticut at 10 a.m.
on Saturday.

The'real'season begins for Black Bear runners
by Jon Simms
Staff Writer

ts

forward John Hardy and goalie Mike
Davee on a long goal kick. At 18:10,
tri-captain Mike Osborne scored for Maine,
booting in a deflection off a defender of a
shot by Kendall Osborne, to put UMO up
2-0.
At 33:36, the Black Bears tallied again.
Bruce Houston crossed the ball, and John
Quigley headed the ball down to the feet of
wing Peter Baker, who threaded it in.
UMO Coach Doug Biggs said, "The
team moved the ball very well in the first
half."
Maine moved the ball frequently

Its down to the nitty-gritty for UMO's
cross country teams. No more time trials,
no more dual meets; nothing left now but
State, Yankee Conference and New
England Championships and, for at least
two individuals, a shot at the Nationals.
This Saturday the men's team travels to
Rhode Island for their Yankee Conference
Championship meet. Last year Maine was
third coming off of an undefeated (11-0)
season. This year the Bears bring a 9-4
record and, according to coach Jim
Ballinger, are not sure what to expect.
The women compete this weekend in the
Ne% England Championships to be held in
Vermont. Their season record stands at
3-3. The Lady Bears finished thirteenth in
New England last year, and are hoping to
improve on that this Saturday.
According to Ballinger, it's been a good
season overall for both teams, even though
things looked "iffy" initially. The men's
team was recoiling from the loss of seven
of last year's top 10 runners, while the
women had lost their number one and two
runners from last year.
This year's roster for both teams lists
many new names. Outstanding on the list
of female rookies is Jo-Ann Choiniere. 18,
from Cumberland, Rhode Island. The 5'2"

freshman has led Maine's "pack" in every
meet and if all goes well, according to
Ballinger, she has a good shot at qualifying
for the N.C.A.A. meet to be held in
Florida.
Lots of young talent is one of the best
assurances of a winning team in years
ahead but how about Maine's championship chances this year?
New talent on the men's team includes
Gerry Clapper and Peter Bottomley; two
steady freshmen performers who have
infiltrated Maine's top seven in virtually
every meet, and leave no doubts about
their varsity status.
The men face tough competition Saturday. Of the seven teams in the Yankee
Conference, at least five (including Maine)
are also among the top 10 in New England.
Maine has beaten two of its Yankee
Conference competitors (Vermont and
Rhode Island) in regular season competition. Likewise, they have been beaten by
two others (BU and UNH). The two
remaining schools, UConn. and UMass.
are both expected to have strong teams this
year, according to Ballinger.
What's more, the Bears will be running
Saturday without their number two runner,
Myron Whipkey. Whipkey is scheduled to
take the Graduate Record Exams on
Saturday cannot compete. His absence will
surely hurt the team's chances of holding
on to its third place ranking from last year.

To do well on Saturday, Maine will have
to rely on its team depth, as it has done all
season. In the nine meets Maine has won
this year. Maine has taken first place only
once. "We wouldn't be winning any if we
dtdn't always have hve runners up there,"
said Ballinger. "We've had to rely on our
depth this year more than just a couple of
individuals."

Ballinger isn't positive yet who he'll be
running for the men, but the squad will
more than likely include team captain Billy
Pike, Peter Brigham. Jon Howland. Gerry'
Clapper and Brad Brown.
As for the women, competing in
Saturday's New England Championships
will be team captian Lil Riley, Jo-Ann
Choiniere, Lynn Dombek. Kathy Kohtala,
Coleen Safford and Erin Cashin.
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Going Your Way
Maine Campus Ride Board
Name: Heidi Holland
Address: 309 Kennebec
Destination:
Connecticut: Hartford or New Haven
area
and/or Rhode Island, U.R.I. Christmas break
Date needed: Thanksgiving and Oct.

1!

,ht

I 11

Name: I.dari Jennings
Address: 101 Penobscot
Phone: 708.3
Destination: Ride for two (2) to
Hartford, Ct. area for October
break (return also).
Mark DiGiovanni
• 120 Knox
581-7189
Destination: Boston (Belmont) on Oct. 24
at 12 noon or after. Will share expenses.
John Kaczowka
117 Knox Hall
581-7189
Destination: Prov. R.I.
Oct. 24
anytime after 2 p.m.

Jeff Sanford
325 Gannett
581-7494
Worchester, Mass.
Oct. 18
Lin Gould
48 Mill St.
866-4148
Boston-October Break
Name: Jody Lalim.
Address: 801
/
2 Pine St. Orono
Tel.: 866-3085
Providence. R.1 (Brown
Des.:
University) Oct. break. Can leave
after 12:00 on Wed. will share
driving and expenses.

Ride for two:
Jenny
581-7637
Destination: Portland
Oct. 19
Share usuals
••,• 1•1*. we 1.1..f01•14. is

Name: Dawn Huston
Address: 204 Androscoggin Hall
• Destination: Merrimack College,
North Andover (Haverhill) Mass.
Date Needed: October break Wed.
Oct 24--28.
Name: Dan Pitrwich
Address:. 404 Corbett
Phone S: 581-7400
Destination: Northwestern Massachusetts, preferably the Berkshires
or Southern Vermont
Time: Christmas break (Semester
break)
D. Robards
581-7381
Burlington, VT.
Wed., Oct. 24
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Black Bear runners prepare for championships
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CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard or soft lens
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

(CAMPUS)
k CRIER)
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306-page catalog
of collegiate research. 10,250 topics
listed. Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
California, 90025. (213 477-8226).
Addressers Wanted Immediately!
Work at home-no experience necessary excellent pay. Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX, 75231.
Wanted—Roommate-Old Town location, 4 miles from campus. Walking distance to all local services.
Approx. S110/month plus food and
long distance telephone. Call B.L.
Elfing at 581-7369 betwen 8 a.m. and
5 p.m., or 827-7946 after 5 p.m.
Liml4111M10(1411111.(1•11=b4 N.M.(,•410(

The Levinson Center is a small state
residential facility in Bangor and is
in need of volunteers. Many college
students are very generous in the
giving of themselves and their time
to these special children Your
cooperation in helping us to fill our
needs in volunteer help would be
sincerely appreciated by all staff
concerned here at the Center.
LOST-Friday night. Blue L.L. Bean
vest, size L, soft contact lenses in
case in pocket. $20 reward offered if
returned. Call 827-2946.
Roommate Wanted—Old Town-Own
room in attractive fully furnished
house. Non smoker. No pets. $85 per
month plus share utilities. 827-2329
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Oregon...
nuclear power
(ZNS) One of the strongest potential
stumbling blocks to the building of nuclear
power plants in the United States to date
has been proposed in an initiative petition
which may appear on the Oregon state
ballot in the next election.
The proposed ballot measure to begin ,
with, calls for the halting of all nuclear
power plant construction in Oregon until a
permanent disposal site for nuclear waste
is completed.
The initiative also prohibits the financing
of nuclear plants by Oregon utilities until a
waste storage area is completed, even if
the atomic plants are to be built outside the
state of Oregon.
Oregon currently has a ban on the
building of new nuclear plants until after
the November, 1980 elections.
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They don't make them the way they used to. [photo
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It's called Colvin, not Coburn
by Julia Frey
Staff writer
The women of Colvin Hall are mad as
hell and are not going to take it anymore.
Colvin Hall, a campus co-op located next
to Estabrooke Hall, is often mistaken for
Coburn Hall, which is an administrative
building containing offices and classrooms,
said Kathy Knight, resident assistant and
recently elected student senator.
"We're involved on the campus as much
as any other dorm," said Paula Albert,
president of Colying Hall, "but nobody
seems to know who we are or where we
are." Albert, a microbiology major. has
witnessed many times the mistaking of
Colvin Hall for Coburn Hall.
Knight cited an example of this when
she recalled, "When I first went to the
student senate meeting, I picked up a sign
that read. 'Estabrooke, Ballentine. and
Coburn,' "nothing that even the student
senate was unable to distinguish between

•Drugs
"we don't go to frat parties and we don't
know many kids that do, because there's
plenty of beer here all the time on
weekends. We just wait outside of
Discount Beverages for some college kid to
come along and only one time out of ten
they won't but it for you, he said referring
to minors getting beer.
Local residents also feel the "college
kids keep it in their own circle," said Mrs.
Connie Rossignol, a receptionist in Hancock Hall and a Brewer native. "I know the
kids from Brewer who are on drugs and
they are not affiliated with the university."
The university and the Town of Orono

—Maine
events
Thursday, October 18, 1979
Bloodmobile today. Memorial Union.
12:10 p.m. Sandwich Cinema. "Washington Irving's Spain." North Lown.
11:30 a.m. Brown Bag Discussion
"Friendship, Touching, and Sexuality
How Close Can We Get?" FFA Room.
3 p.m. Bible and life-style study. MCA
Center.
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. Women in worship and
the Bible. MCA Center.

Colvin and Coburn Halls, each performing
two entirely different functions as buildings on campus.
"At the beginning of the semester, a guy
walked in looking for 15 Coburn Hall." said
Linda McLellan, vice-president of the
dorm, about a student who was convinced
he was in the correct building, (after all,
the names were similar.) until he noticed
the women were all walking around in their
nighties.
"He was rather embarrassed running
into us like that," McLellan said.
A solution to the Colvin Hall obscurity
dilemma was offered by resident director
Terri Gallant: "If we had people eat here
from all over the campus, they'd remember
who we were."
Although the dorm is part of York
Complex, i, functions as an alternative
housing co-op, quite different from other
dorms on campus.
The building contains 11 suites, with
tried to get a grant from the Office of
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention a year
ago, to survey the community, including
the university, to determine drug abuse
and develop long range programs to
strengthen in school curriculum.
However, they were not selected for the
grant. according to Doughty. This year
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four women eaten and two double suites.
The floors are covered the carpets. The
downstairs contains a dining room, that
acts as a study-hall at night, and a living
room, with a large fireplace.
Albert said that because the dorm is a
co-op, the cost for room and board for each
student is about $SW less per year than it
would be if it were not a co-op.
Albert meets with the women every
other week to discuss the redistribution of
chores, meal planning, and intramural
activities.
Mary Howard, a nutrition major, supervises the meals and plans the menues.
"I've often been told by other students that
we have the best meals on campus,"
Howard said.
The dorm, which houses 48 women, is
named after Caroling Colvin, who served
UMO as professor and chairperson of
history and later became the university's
first dean of women during the years 1902
to 1932.
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Orono is seeking funding from Prudent
ial
Life Insurance Company, and "the university is still expressing an interest,
so
something will happen whether we
get
funding or not," Doughty said. "We know
we have a problem, we're not trying
to hide
that."
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DOUG HALL!
The Rumor King'
402 Gannett
7181
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Subscribe to the daly
i

Maine Campus
$1.40 per week.

SETTERS
for information,
please call the
Maine Campus
or stop in
at Suite 7A,
Lord Hall.

Five issues Monday through
Friday, mailed first class to you
each Friday.
The daily Maine Campus
It's like a letter from college.
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